UHD Faculty Senate
Minutes recorded by: Michael Cavanaugh
March 19, 2019 2:31-3:59pm
UHD A-300
Senate: Hsiao-Ming Wang, Michael Duncan, Michael Cavanaugh, Beverly Alford, Susan Baker, Maria
Benavides, Kristen Capuozzo, Stephanie Coleman, David Epstein, Shannon Fowler, Angela Goins, Susan
Henney, Pamela Hurley, Karen Kaser, Cynthia Lloyd, Steve London, Stephen Miller, Laura Mitchell,
Mitsue Nakamura, Andrew Pavelich, Rebecca Quander, Rachna Sadana, Joseph Sample, Johanna
Schmertz, Nell Sullivan, Jace Valcore, Pat Williams, Ting Zhang, Zehai Zhou
Absent: Ray Cao, Felicia Harris, Vida Robertson.
Guests: Eric Link, Provost/VPAA; Faiza Khoja AVP Academic Affairs; Jerry Johnson, AVP Research;
Hoseein Shahrokhi, AVP IT; Sandra Dahlberg, Faculty Ombuds; Darlene Hodge, FS Admin; Pat Ensor,
Library Director; Chris Stempinski, Assistant Director of Public Services Library; Elisa Olsen, Executive
Director of University Relations; Ron Beebe, Professor; Jeff Martz, Assistant Professor
Call to order: The Senate was called to order at 2:31 pm by Senate President Hsiao-Ming Wang.
Minutes
Minutes of the March 5th, 2019 meeting were approved unanimously.
Reports
Provost Link gave a report on where we stand with the FSEC request for information about IDEA surveys
(see attached handout).
Discussion on the handout and IDEA ensued.
Can we just go back a year to collect data rather than all the way back to when IDEA started at UHD?
Would one year of data be representative of all the years? Couldn't that cause some issues (i.e. picking
the Hurricane Harvey year)? Isn't it better to look at the whole picture?
The question about face to face or online may not be about IDEA, specifically, it may be about the mode
of survey delivery. Just substituting another online student survey for IDEA may not be the best choice.
If we go through with this data collection and analysis on IDEA and determine it is not the best platform,
what happens next?
Last year we talked about ideas for increasing participation in the survey rather than just getting rid of
IDEA. Maybe we can pick up that discussion.

Provost Link said that we will follow up on the answers to some of the questions in the sheet. However,
it will take some time as some of these requests actually need to be put together by UHD staff. Also, if
the Senate wants to change the request, please let Provost Link know.
Q - While I'm disappointed that IDEA didn't give us good numbers/data to use, there must be other
companies out there. Do you have experience with great companies that do this work?
A - Provost Link said that all of these companies are similar in what they do. Pretty much all give the
universities a 10-15-minute survey that is useful as one of a multitude of measures for teaching
effectiveness. Getting back to another question, Provost Link indicated that if IDEA is found not to be
worthwhile then we will look at other options moving forward.
Q - On the sheet, for Question 2, the company should be able to differentiate between courses (for the
discipline), correct?
A - Provost Link said that this was probably true, although this would still require the Provost's office to
calculate the numbers by hand rather than getting the numbers directly from IDEA.
Q - What happens with very small classes and those that don't meet the minimum response rate (n=3)?
A - According to Provost Link, this minimum response requirement was put in by IDEA to comply with
FERPA. As such, there is probably not anything that we can do because IDEA is trying to protect student
privacy. However, the official evaluations do not preclude instructors from conducting their own
unofficial evaluations.
Q - Why don't our CRNs reflect our delivery mode (FTF, Hybrid, Online)?
A - Mr. Hoseein Shahrokhi answered the question. He said that the CRNs are randomly generated and
they are going away when we switch over to PeopleSoft in the fall. The CRN in Banner would at least
reflect the semester (fall, spring, summer, etc.) but the new course IDs in PeopleSoft do not even do
that.
Provost Link closed by saying he would work on the request for information. He also asked that if any
changes to the request were made, to please let him and his office know.
Ms. Elisa Olsen gave a presentation on changing the display of the faculty and staff award winners on
the 3rd floor of the Academic Building (see attached presentation).
Q - Is this just in the Academic Building?
A - Ms. Olsen indicated that, due to costs, this proposal was just for the Academic Building.
Q - The Faculty Awards and Staff Awards have much less content than the student one listing those who
are slated to graduate. Is that going to be a problem?
A - Ms. Olsen indicated that this was actually thought about that and think that a touch screen, for the
middle (student) monitor, would be better. This would allow them to actually search for their names
rather than just wait for it to scroll over.
I'm not sure I like it. 30 years of work to go away. Physical objects are important, they are tangible.
Technology just isn't the same as the framed award winners.
There is also a parallelism that is missing. We have student awards too. If we have faculty awards and
staff awards, perhaps we should also have student awards listed rather than the graduates.

I'd like to echo previous comments. I also believe that physical and tangible things are important. The
frames are important. Physical space can be found - one per floor in multiple buildings.
Q - Don't we know what happened before? Why did we stop putting up the award winners? Is it wall
space?
A - Ms. Olsen said that she would look into this background more. The awards issue was a lot more
complicated that anyone originally thought when they started the process.
Dr. Susan Henney stated that FSEC met with Ms. Olsen earlier in the academic year and there was
support for this.
Q - Who will make the ultimate decision?
A - According to Ms. Olsen, the feedback from stakeholders and the overall cost will be presented to the
President's cabinet. The cabinet will make the final decision.
From a millennial perspective, this seems positive. It is a screen. Our students like screens. It will look
nice and save us money from buying new frames every year.
Q - Were other locations examined? The welcome center might be a good location.
A - Ms. Olsen said that other spots were looked at for the display. However, this was the most visible,
most travelled location. The welcome center does not have a bunch of wall space (has a lot of
windows). This was the best spot overall.
Is there a hybrid solution? Tech and non-tech.
I actually know the back-story on why they stopped with frames. The frames, and their purchase, were
the result of extra money in the budget. They were fairly cheap and we bought them all in bulk.
However, buying the same frames with the same font moving forward would cost more, so we didn't
buy them again.
Overall, I'm not sure if the Senate is ready to support or deny support to the proposal now.
Reports
Dr. Michael Duncan gave a report on the upcoming elections. He indicated that the elections will start
on March 26th and most have someone running. There were a couple of spots left to fill for the election
but those should fill before the ballots go out. It is going well.
Dr. Duncan also gave an update on the Faculty Climate Survey. Anonymity was a big concern for FSEC.
As a result, the raw data will only be viewed by Dr. Duncan. The Survey Committee and FSEC will not
even have access to the raw data. Summaries will be given to FSEC and the Senate, in addition to the
report to the faculty assembly. It is also going well.
Q - When will the Faculty Climate Survey be done?
A - Dr. Duncan said that the date, along with prizes, would be announced at the Faculty Awards
ceremony. Right now, he isn't sure on the dates for the survey.

Dr. Wang mentioned that the bureaucracy results came back. The response rate was about 30% with
good qualitative data. This should give the Provost's office a good starting point.
Old Business
Reconsideration of updated resolution (see attached). Some discussion occurred.
As a reminder, there are 5 academic colleges. We should add a faculty representative from University
College to the resolution.
Is there a timeline? Will the taskforce make changes or proposals? What is it supposed to do?
Provost Link said he definitely supports the addition for a representative from University College. He
further stated that if the resolution were to pass, he would take it as a charge. He would have the
taskforce write a report and make recommendations. Having a timeline of one academic year seems
reasonable.
Dr. Shannon Fowler makes a motion to amend the language of the resolution to reflect the addition of a
representative of University College. Dr. Henney seconds the motion. The motion passes unanimously.
Dr. Henney makes a motion to pass the updated resolution and Dr. Nell Sullivan seconds. The motion
passes unanimously (see attached).
The second item of old business is the Standardized Evaluation of Adjunct Teaching.
In the previous meeting, Dr. Wang asked senators to inquire about their department's evaluation
procedures and if there are any problems related to this. Dr. Wang went around by college asking
individual departments about their procedures.
Adjuncts are evaluated through a process of direct teaching observation and feedback that is carried out
every fall by the Assistant Chair and the Program Director, who also review adjunct syllabi and
assignment prompts each semester. The Department also has orientation sessions for adjunct
instructors at the beginning of every semester and, for all freshman sections taught in the long
semesters, portfolio review sessions in which full- and part-time instructors receive feedback from other
instructors on their students’ portfolios.
No formal structure for us. We look at the grade distributions and IDEA surveys. The problem is the
main set of evaluations (IDEA) come in after scheduling already happened.
Mostly done through IDEA surveys. A lot of adjuncts which creates a lot of work for the chair and
assistant chair.
We use IDEA surveys and have orientations for new adjunct faculty. We also pair adjuncts with full time
faculty mentors.
Mostly informal for us. IDEA surveys are used. If complaints come in, we look at that too. A lot of
adjuncts for us too.

We use a lot of established adjuncts so we don't have many problems. We do keep a closer eye on the
newer adjuncts. However, it is pretty informal.
We have a short interview with each adjunct candidate, including a teaching presentation. We observe
every adjunct's class once a year, using a rubric. We watch complaints, but also give them a chance to
recover. We also meet with them individually to go over the results.
We have very few adjuncts. It is difficult to find them and hire them so we don't place too many hurdles
in from of them.
We share syllabi with the adjuncts and review the IDEA scores.
We attach adjuncts to a full time professor and review evaluation scores.
We look at grade distributions, IDEA surveys, and review syllabi. We also ask for blackboard access so
that we are able to review their online courses too.
We look at syllabi and IDEA too. But we also pair the faculty with a full time faculty mentor who can get
them up to speed. Also that mentor is given access to the mentee's blackboard courses. For newer
adjuncts, we sit in their classes at least once to give them tips to improve.
We have a lot of adjuncts but we also gather and review each syllabus prior to the semester.
Some discussion on the varied evaluation of adjuncts occurred.
Evaluations should include observation of class, not just IDEA.
PS 10.A.22 is related to adjunct evaluation.
Dr. Jerry Johnson suggested that we look at section 3.7 in the policy.
I don't do in class evaluations because I am looking for whether or not they should continue
employment. Does this actually help?
Yes, but with a caveat. This is just one of the factors. Other problems (i.e. too many good grades/bad
grades, too many complaints) also contribute to discontinuing employment. The class evaluation can
help with the decision.
We don't have a culture of in-person peer review for full time faculty, so I don't want to subject adjunct
faculty to something extra. Also, a lot of the complaints (not getting grades back, don't respond to
emails, etc.) are not related to the in class evaluation.
This is a difficult issue. I'm not on board with total standardization. It is worrisome to have IDEA
weighted so heavily. However, classroom observation of 120 sections is burdensome.
Observations of face to face classes and online classes are very different, so are hybrid. These
differences need to be considered. One third of our classes are online. Multiple modes of assessment

are important and this has been brought up a bit. This is something that we should consider when we
talk about the issue.
The policy leaves the evaluation up to the department. There didn't seem to be many problems found
in our discussion.
Dr. Sadana made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Dr. Benavides seconded the motion.
Meeting adjourned at 3:59 pm.

The UHD Faculty Senate hereby resolves:
We request that the Provost form a faculty-driven task force charged
with addressing online teaching standards that adhere to the following
three principles:
 Improving the quality of online instruction
 Establishing effective assessment of online instruction
 Providing effective training in online instruction for both students and
faculty
The task force will be comprised of 12 members:
 8 members (2/3rd) will be full-time UHD faculty that have experience
teaching online, with two from each college. Departments will submit
nominations for members, from which the dean of each college will
select representatives.
 4 members (1/3rd) will be relevant staff involved in implementing
technological initiatives to support the mission of the task force.
 The chair, selected by the committee, will be a full-time UHD faculty
member.

Specific IDEA Data Requested by FSEC

1. Since implementation, what is the total response rate by types of courses in IDEA?
In order to break the data down by instructional mode, we would have to look up each section to
determine how it was taught, and then label it, so that it could then be filtered by mode, as IDEA groups
sections by "administrations." Each administration is unique and is grouped based on the course
evaluation form chosen, as well as viewing access rights (level, cohort, term, college) .
We implemented IDEA in 2014. Data is delivered in data sets by year {July-June). Raw data can be exported
each semester, but it doesn't contain enrollment totals or responses rates, just the answers students
selected and the comments.
We have reached out to IDEA and asked them to send us all of our data sets with response rates. We
currently do not have all of this data on hand. From Campus Labs we have received data back to 2016, but
this data does not contain response rates, but it does contain enrollment numbers and the number of
students who responded, so we will have to compile the information requested by the senate by hand. In
the meantime, we have requested data back to 2014 from IDEA, but have not yet been given this data.
Once we have this data, we will be able to provide the faculty senate with response rates, as well as the
number of sections not meeting the global threshold setting of three student responses to release the
report.

Response Rate (%)

FTF

Online

Hybrid

0-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81-100

2. Can we also break down the above data by academic colleges, departments, or majors?
(Note: this question is for FSEC's reference, not necessarily to be presented in the 3/19
Senate meeting)
No, because IDEA does not collect that data.

3. Can we see how many courses, since implementation, did not meet the "cut-off' for
report of results to the instructor, as well as for the last two semesters?
Yes, will take time to provide {see response #1 above).

4. Can the qualitative comments on the course that remain hidden if the course does not
receive enough responses be later revealed to the instructor?
There is a Global Threshold feature in IDEA that is required in order to preserve student anonymity. We do
not control this feature. However, after doing some research on this issue, we have found that this hidden
student response information is contained in the Raw Data Export that we can download after each
semester - it contains student comments.
We are also looking into the issue of cross-listed courses that are separate sections in our SIS, and are
imported as multiple sections into IDEA. Often these smaller sections do not reach the threshold, yet

collectively they do. We are working w ith IDEA to be able to merge these sections into one report that is
then delivered to the faculty.
In terms of the threshold of three, IDEA adopted this position as a response to its interpretation of FER PA.

5. What is the ongoing cost of using IDEA each year?
Course Evaluation system w Campus Labs= $22,500.00
IDEA Add-on = $14,600.00

6. How long is the present contract with IDEA?
We renew our contract annually with Campus Lab/IDEA.

7. Respondents are less likely to complete long surveys, we suspect, and the current IDEA
survey is quite long. Is there a shorter version of IDEA available?
IDEA has three forms available, and we use them all.

1.

Diagnostic Feedback (40 questions) - A comprehensive tool that provides both summative and
formative feedback about student progress on relevant course objectives, instructor teaching
methods, and overall impressions of the instructor and cou rse. OSFs are filled out or preset for this
form. This form is used for undergraduate courses.

2.

Learning Essentials (18 questions) - Provides summative feedback about average student progress on
relevant learning objectives and overall impressions of the instructor and course. OSFs are filled out or
preset for this form. This form is used for graduate courses.

3.

Teaching Essentials (12 questions) - Provides formative feedback about teaching methods highly
correlated with instructor and course excellence. OSFs are not set for this form. This form is used for
t he May and Winter sessions.

UH-Downtown Faculty Senate
Resolution # SR-19-01
Date: 3/19/2019

The UHD Faculty Senate hereby resolves:
We request that the Provost form a faculty-driven task force charged
with addressing online teaching standards that adhere to the following
three principles:
 Improving the quality of online instruction
 Establishing effective assessment of online instruction
 Providing effective training in online instruction for both students and
faculty
The task force will be comprised of 13 members:
 9 members will be full-time UHD faculty that have experience
teaching online, with two from each college and one from University
College. Departments will submit nominations for members, from
which the dean of each college will select representatives.
 4 members will be relevant staff involved in implementing
technological initiatives to support the mission of the task force.
 The chair, selected by the committee, will be a full-time UHD faculty
member.

PROPOSAL
 Replace framed prints with television monitors.
 2 Monitors for Faculty Awards
 1 Monitor for UHD Students who have filed for
Graduation.
 2 Monitors for Staff Awards
 Awards would rotate from year to year.
 Better highlights faculty achievements.
 Eliminates the perpetual problem of running out of
physical space.
 Adds an attractive modern aesthetic to the 3rd floor.
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PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL
Each Year of
awards would
appear on
screen, then
rotate to
another year.
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NEXT STEPS
 Today, I ask for your support to move forward with this
solution.
 With your support, we would develop cost estimates and
seek institutional funding.
 With funding approval, we’d begin development on this
project with a target installation of Spring 2020.
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QUESTIONS?
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